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It’s common for parents to dream of giving their child the best education from the top schools in the 
country. After all, what could be more rewarding than to see your child marching up in his graduation 
and getting his diploma? But more than investing in their education, it’s also important to plan the 
wealth that you will leave them behind.  It may be uncomfortable for some to talk about estate planning 
as it connotes leaving your loved ones behind, but it’s the only way to ensure that you will properly pass 
on the fruits of your labor to them.  
 
Filipinos are not usually accustomed to estate planning. It is commonly stereotyped as a practice of the 
wealthy few. However, it is important to note that it is applicable to everyone regardless of the amount 
of your net worth.  
 
As daunting and as complicated as estate planning may sound, Suze Orman makes it easy with these 
tips: 
 

1. Educate and empower your children.  According to Suze, "The most important step in 
raising a money-wise child is simply for parents to be money-wise adults themselves." It is 
important that we are good role models to our children because we cannot teach them 
something that we do not practice. She also stressed the importance of investing time in 
talking to your children about money. Share with them how much effort you have put in 
earning your wealth. This will empower them to work and to strive hard on their own.You 
may open the topic about their inheritance to set their expectations early on.  This is a good 
opportunity to discuss how your estate will be distributed. This will avoid the conflicts that 
may arise later.  
 

2. Involve your spouse and children in your investment and financial decisions. Give your kids 
some money now so they can learn how to manage their own money. When the moment 
comes that they will have to manage your money, they are wiser and more responsible in 
financial matters. 

 
3. Gift early.  Suze says “There is no law saying you have to die before your assets can be 

passed on to your loved ones. In fact, gifting earlier can be a lovely way to witness how your 
money helps your family thrive.” She advises, however, to ensure that you do not give all of 
your money to your heirs if you decide to gift early. You have to remember that you still 
have to take care of your retirement, your spouse, your daily and medical expenses. You do 
not want to take the risk of not having anything for yourself. You still have to think of 
yourself.   

 
4. Leaving something behind.  When something happens to you, you want to know that your 

family will well supported.  According to Suze, "Most Americans don't have a will, let alone a 
revocable living trust. Ask anyone who has dealt with the estate of a deceased with no solid 
plans in place, and they will tell you how frustrating, time consuming and expensive it is to  
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to get everything sorted out".  Therefore, have a will or set up a trust. She also mentioned 
that it is not enough that you have a will. Having a trust is another way of becoming 
financially responsible for the future.  

 
Being ready for the inevitable lessens, if not eliminates, the fears and possible inconveniences in the 
proper allocation of your wealth. By sorting everything out as early as possible, you’re not only giving 
your loved ones a financial peace of mind but also yours as well. 
 
To know more about how BPI Asset Management can help you, you may get in touch with our 
Investment Counselors. 


